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THE PLACE NETWORK

Vision Statement
The PLACE Network will be an accessible online cloud-based multilingual network capable of connecting all aspects of PLACE (planning,
landscape, architecture, conservation and engineering) with people of
all age irrespective of cultural background and location.
Partnering with established industry bodies, business and programmes
The PLACE Network will also be the virtual home to the Urban Rooms
Programme, the focus of professional and community engagement and
education from villages and towns to cities and regions.
Continued.

THE PLACE NETWORK

Using computer generated interactive live and up-to-date 3D models
and environments these Virtual Urban Rooms will support, promote
and connect Physical Urban Rooms to the wider community ensuring
access for all.
Through a series of inter-connected an engaging platform of curated
interactive content published by PLACE Nodes (cities, towns, villages),
The PLACE Network will help individuals, businesses, groups, classes,
schools, colleges, universities, communities, local authorities and
the government connect and communicate through news, events,
education, outreach programmes.
A presence and voice on the PLACE Network will be safe, open, available
and accessible to all regardless of age, culture, nationality or location.

WHAT ARE URBAN ROOMS?

WHAT ARE URBAN ROOMS?

SUCCESSFUL PRECEDENT : THE EXISTING ASSEMBLY CREATIVE NETWORK

www.creativeassemblyuk.com

KEY BENEFITS + ASPIRATIONS FOR THE PLACE NETWORKS WITH VIRTUAL URBAN ROOMS

Top down and bottom up dissemination of key information and teachings.
Aspirations and vision can feed up to industry leaders and down as education.
An easily and efficiently curated appropriately accessible platform.
Education can be funnelled rather than participants having to venture out onto the
web and trawl different sources of information. Good for school programmes.
A real network of geographic regions and communities.
From village > town > city > county > region > country. All networks or just one can
be searched or displayed for maximum relevancy.
An accessible non-corporate non-professional platform.
Suitable and adaptable for all age groups and demographics.
Integrated, simple, straightforward participation.
Individuals, groups, businesses, schools, colleges, universities, professional bodies,
professionals, institutions, charities, outreach and volunteering.

BOLT-ON APPS + TOOLS TO ENCOURAGE ENGAGEMENT THROUGH INTERACTIVITY

watch video @

watch video @

www.assembly-vr.com

www.zmapping.co.uk

KEY BENEFITS + ASPIRATIONS FOR THE PLACE NETWORKS WITH VIRTUAL URBAN ROOMS

Modular system architecture so bolt on apps can be added to include:
Surveys, interactive presentations, virtual town and city models, interactive tools,
everything to inspire interaction and engagement at all levels of society now.
An existing core-architecture is already in place ready for adaptation.
The architecture of the platform is in-place and tested so a first phase programme
could in place relatively quickly as a beta demonstration should some seed funding
and pilot city or town be willing to work on trialling the platform.
Connectivity and integration of existing key institutions and professional bodies.
Key information, programmes, events, broadcasts from existing bodies like Open
House, New London Architecture, RIBA, The Farrell Review etc. could be fed into and
linked to the platform.
Accessbility through multi-device functionality (desktop, mobile, tablet).
Location and accessibility to a physical destination should not be a limiting factor
for anyone. The PLACE Network will bring together and engage people from different
cultures, background, age groups regardless of language or location. The PLACE
Network can have the functionality to display different languages.

BOLT-ON APPS + TOOLS TO ENCOURAGE ENGAGEMENT THROUGH INTERACTIVITY (VIRTUAL + PHYSICAL)

watch video @

watch video @

www.assembly-im.com

www.assembly-ar.com

PLACE Network Pilot Project

PLACE NETWORK PILOT PROJECT
Partnerships, funding and sponsorship opportunities.
In order to develop a pilot scheme that includes 3-4 networked locations
(municipitality, city, town) a new overall PLACE Network architecture based on the
existing Assembly Creative Network will need to be created.
The pilot individual network nodes (e.g. PLACE London, PLACE Bristol, PLACE
Wakefield) can then be created and plugged into the overall PLACE network.
Funding is required to create the overall PLACE Network and the individual PLACE
Network Nodes. During the PLACE NETWORK PILOT PROJECT a budget and pricing
proposal will be developed for new PLACE Nodes to join the network.
Potential Partners + Funding
Barclays Boris Bike Model, media and tech sponsorship that can utilise existing
mapping tools (Google, CISCO), Kickstarter Crowd Funding, RIBA, industry
commercial sponsorship partners, PLACE Node Specific Sponsorship (recruitment).

PLACE Network Pilot Project

CONTRIBUTORS

CONTENT

Individuals, groups, businesses, councils, schools.

News, comments, events, programmes, education.

PROFESSIONAL BODIES
Node

PLACE NETWORK UK
Kernal

BRISTOL CITY

LIVERPOOL CITY

Node

NEW MEMBER
Node

LOCATION

Country, Municipitality, City, Town, Village.

Node

GREATER LONDON
Node

NEW MEMBER
Node

ENGAGEMENT

Individuals, classes and groups through pages and profiles.

Branding And Communicating The PLACE Network + PLACE Nodes

THE PLACE NETWORK - THE BRAND
Marketing, PR and Communication.
Given the scale of this project and level of engagement required to ensure it is a
success thought and consideration will be required during the development of a
PLACE brand, it’s marketing, PR and communication.
This branding should also carry through to the individual PLACE Nodes which may
have their own identity developed that reflects the ‘personality’ of the individual
locations. For simplicity this may only be reserved for the larger PLACE Nodes.
Communication of the availability of the PLACE Network, it’s core brand messages
and how they are conveyed to the profession and the engaging public will require
consideration, design and planning throughout the implementation of the The
PLACE Network Pilot Project.

CREATIVE NETWORK BRANDS
Branding And Communicating The PLACE Network + PLACE Nodes
Logo version 1

Logo version 2

creatives
across
sussex

creatives
across
sussex

FIND OUT MORE

Existing Creative Network
www.creativekirklees.com
www.creativetorbay.com
www.creativesacrosssussex.com
www.swindondoesarts.co.uk
www.creativehertfordshire.com
www.creativesomerset.com

www.creativeassemblyuk.com

THE DELIVERY TEAM

Assembly Studios (www.assemblystudios.com)
The PLACE Network Branding, Marketing and Communications
The PLACE Network System Design Development, Maintenance and Management
Contact: Richard Conner (richard@assemblystudios.co.uk) 0207 427 2080
The Farrell Review (www.farrellreview.co.uk)
Leadership Advisory and Facilitator

ABOUT ASSEMBLY STUDIOS

Assembly Studios is an independent, inter-disciplinary creative agency.
We deliver intelligent content with creative thinking.
Design
Digital

Image
Motion

Independent + International

Collaborative + Meticulous

Intelligent + Innovative

From our studios in London and Abu Dhabi,
we work across international regions, in a
variety of sectors, ensuring our content is
always culturally informed and audienceappropriate.

Our dedicated in-house production teams,
working across Design, Digital, Image and
Motion, share ideas and transfer knowledge.
We work to brief and strive for perfection in
both concept and execution.

Strategy is at the heart of our production
process. By bringing creative minds together
with production specialists we generate
innovative new solutions that cross the
boundaries of various traditional media.

WHY CHOOSE ASSEMBLY STUDIOS?

INTERNATIONAL

EXPERIENCE

PEOPLE

From our studios in London
and Abu Dhabi we work on
projects big and small, all
across the globe.

We have countless years
experience working cross sector
and cross discipline all to
deliver meaningful
solutions.

Our team are passionate
about what they do and care
about what they deliver, it’s as
simple as that.

CREATIVITY

COLLABORATIVE

With local production staff in
each region, our content is
always culturally informed and
audience-appropriate.

Our production teams share
ideas and collaborate to create
exciting new design solutions
that bridge traditional
media disciplines.

PROJECT CENTRIC APPROACH - WE ASSEMBLE THE BEST TEAM AROUND THE PROJECT

